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Abstract

This paper offers a feminist critique of certain actions of powerful states which are not only hypocritical but serve to reinforce the elites of international law. By comparing their position on the crime of aggression and their military intervention into other states it is evident that valuable lessons from feminist perspectives on peace and security issues have been missed. Certain powerful states were hesitant to let the International Criminal Court have jurisdiction of the crime of aggression and maintained dominant roles in the negotiations for the amendments to ensure there was an 'opt out' for states who do not wish to be liable for the crime. This position was a reaffirmation of the influence and dominance of certain states in the international community but also a restriction of the ICC itself. This restrictive ICC position on aggression is juxtaposed with the use of the ICC by powerful states for intervention and referral purposes as in the case of Libya. The comparison of these examples highlights the rejection of certain feminist issues or 'missed lessons' while promoting the strategies of powerful states in order to maintain their power, elite status and promote the masculine 'state-centred' view of international law.

Introduction

In 2010 the review conference for the ICC was struggling to come to an agreement on the jurisdictional triggers for the crime of aggression and a last-minute compromise was struck.1 The ‘Kampala Compromise’2 outlined that in situations where an act is referred by either the ICC prosecutor proprio motu or an individual state party for investigation, the alleged aggressor state can avoid any potential liability for the crime of aggression as long as they have already made an official declaration that they do not accept the jurisdiction of the court and thus they have opted out.3 This proposed 'opt out' for the two types of referrals is akin to an escape clause for states. This paper tracks the problems arising from the amendments made during the negotiations on the crime of aggression at the review conference, such as the contentious opt-out, and draws a comparison with the NATO
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states’ involvement in the Libyan civil war in 2011. The comparison highlights the drive for military intervention by certain powerful Western states on the one hand and the reluctance of those states to allow the crime of aggression to have the same jurisdictional trigger as the other core crimes in the Rome Statute.

This article proposes that powerful states (mostly referring to states that have a veto on the Security Council), rejected the crime of aggression without an opt out because of the potential loss of power to an international organisation such as the ICC, an international organisation not fundamentally controlled by states, unlike the Security Council. It is ironic that while powerful states were hesitant about giving the ICC leeway on the crime of aggression, some of the same states, namely the US, UK and France, were quick to employ the strategic use of the ICC in an attempt to halt the Libyan regime’s violence against its own civilians. This strategic use was meant to refer the situation in Libya (which is not a party to the Rome Statute) to the ICC for investigation. At the time of the intervention, the leaders of the intervening states repeated that there was a groundswell of support for some form of humanitarian intervention to protect civilian life, but public opinion in the intervening states was divided. Critical commentator John Pilger categorised the intervention as the "Euro-American attack which is motivated not by the support of democracy but by the need to secure strategic, resource-rich regions of the world and the beginning of a war of attrition against the new imperial rival, China.”

However, Libya is just one of many states where pro-democracy movements were crushed by their government’s forces. Yet other Security Council resolutions are non-existent or difficult to achieve due to political allies with veto powers, particularly Russia's determination to veto any Security Council resolutions that they consider problematic for Syria. The uneven application of intervention depends not only on the scale of the uprising and oppression but also on the power alliances between states that have veto powers in the Security Council. But is intervention actually a desirable form of action? A comparison of the negotiations concerning the crime of aggression at the ICC review conference and the use of the ICC for the NATO intervention in Libya clearly exemplifies how the powerful elite utilises its control to determine the most favourable results but also to maintain the ‘masculine mode of decision-making’,
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voices. The masculine mode of decision-making is a way of describing decision-making that focuses on abstract logic, excluding other issues or considerations that may impact the result or decision. It stems from viewing law from a gendered perspective, in other words, having certain attributes, structures or processes that can be identified as masculine or feminine. The identification of law, or for that matter, international law as gendered is not new and is part of the postmodern critique. The dominant masculine view of international law has been discussed by various international scholars such as Christine MacKinnon in her 1989 book 'Towards a Feminist theory of the State' and then by Christine Chinkin, Shelley Wright and Hilary Charlesworth in their ground-breaking article 'Feminist approaches to International Law' (1991) and their subsequent book, to name a few. The masculine mode of decision-making not only prioritises abstract logic, it focuses on hard law, excluding other considerations such as conciliation, negotiation and the importance of soft law and equity. Masculine aspects of international law have often been identified as the representation of the power of the state, supremacy of states as the primary subjects of international law, the use of force and the focus on treaty and custom as the main accepted sources of international law. The feminine aspects of international law have been often identified as focusing on the use of diplomacy, conciliation and the inclusion of non-state actors as important contributors to the development of international law. Traditionally, the masculine aspects of international law have dominated throughout its development and are generally accepted as the more serious facets of the field. For example, "why is there a whole series of treaties obsessed with straddling stocks, when the use of breast milk substitutes, which is a major health issue for women in Africa, remains subject to voluntary W.H.O. codes?"

Using relevant examples of the war on terror, Charlesworth has asked why the US would bomb Afghanistan instead of negotiating with other states to cut off arms supplies to the Taliban and then fund sophisticated education programmes. Any alternative to the use of force and the quick fix has been downplayed by Western states in the past. For example, diplomacy has had to come to the forefront with the Syrian crisis because there is a stalemate at the Security Council. The focus on the war on terror itself and security
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issues internationally and the subsequent exclusion of other topics is a primary example of the masculine mode of decision-making. Christine MacKinnon has asked the question “When will women have their ‘9/11th’?” In other words, when will the day come that women’s issues and concerns take centre stage on the international plane and dominate all other topics, as terrorism has in a post 9/11 world?20 The entity of the state remains the dominant player in international law regardless of the important influence of non-state actors, as can be seen with regards to the signing of the landmine treaty and the Rome Statute.21 As long as the entity of the state remains dominant, powerful elite states will control and manipulate international relations and international law to suit their own foreign policy goals. This is evident in the most structurally unequal organ of the UN, the Security Council with its WWII veto states. Re-examining methodological underpinnings of who makes these decisions, how they are reached and what mechanisms will be deployed in the long term could lead to a better understanding of how to achieve a more balanced form of international relations through a less skewed version of international law.

I. The Negotiations of The Crime of Aggression

Leading up to the review conference for the crime of aggression in 2010, opinions were divided between two main camps.22 The first camp included states who wanted the ICC to investigate an alleged act of aggression using the same referral mechanisms that are in place for the other core crimes in international law outlined in Article 13 of the Rome Statute, namely by a state party, the Security Council, or an investigation started by the Prosecutor acting proprio motu. This camp included a group of African states, the Latin American Caribbean states and some other smaller states.23 The other camp, including France and the UK (supported by non-member but vocal observer states China, Russia and the US, which are all permanent members of the Security Council) wanted the Security Council to have “exclusive power to control prosecutions for the crime of aggression”.24 From the various papers of the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression (SWGCA), proposals for a Security Council pre-determination were the most prominent recommendation, although other proposals were also made, such as a predetermination by the General Assembly or the International Court of Justice.25 It was clear from the beginning of the dialogue on the crime of aggression that it was going to be treated differently than the other core crimes.
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At the review conference the option for any state party to 'opt out' proved the landmark distinction between the crime of aggression and the other core crimes in the Rome Statute. This consent-driven system was a disappointing compromise and members from the US delegation voiced their preference for a Security Council pre-determination, not only because of the US veto on the Security Council but also because it would have strengthened the primacy of the Security Council.

Unlike with the negotiations for the Rome Statute, NGOs did not form a unified force to lobby states for the passing of the amendments. Amnesty International remained neutral and Human Rights Watch felt that the inclusion of the crime would diminish the ICC’s role as an "impartial arbiter of international criminal law". Even the NGO that is the ICC’s greatest supporter, the Coalition for the International Criminal Court, did not take a unified position, as different members opted for various opinions on the amendments being proposed.

Kreb and Holtzendorff have correctly categorised the amendments as a combination of a “Security Council based Pillar” and the "(Softly) Consent-based Pillar". The softly consent-based referrals are referrals by state parties and by the prosecutor proprio motu, which are lumped together in Article 15 bis, and are the most restrictive, which is not surprising considering the US wanted the Security Council to be the only method for referral to the court. This is an example of the supremacy of the ‘state–centred’ approach to international law by powerful elite states. Article 15 bis clearly states that the court’s jurisdiction does not apply to states that are not a party to the statute.

A limitation that was reminiscent of the preamble in the now famous Security Council Resolutions 1970 and 1593 (paragraph 6). Ironically these are the Security Council
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Resolutions that referred the situation in Libya and Sudan to the ICC while neither is a party to the statute. This is to remain the same, a state that is not a party to the statute has nothing to fear after an act of aggression if they have a Security Council veto state on their side, because a referral by another state party or by the prosecutor will never gain jurisdiction over the crime of aggression. The same can be said for a state party because of the opt out for member states.

There is a further filter for referrals made by the Prosecutor proprio motu. In these referrals the Prosecutor must first see if the Security Council has made a determination of an act of aggression and the inform the UN. If there is no determination by the Security Council the Prosecutor has to wait six months after notification before an investigation can begin and as long as the Pre-Trial Division has authorised the investigation. In summary there are three possibilities of a referral to the ICC for a crime of aggression investigation. The first two fall under Article 15 bis: (1) an act of aggression by a state party on another state party, where neither has opted out of the jurisdiction by the court, (2) an act of aggression where the aggressor state is party to the statute and has not opted out and the receiver or victim state is a state party but has opted out of the jurisdiction of the court. The third falls under Article 15 ter and basically gives the Security Council leeway to refer any situation to the court for investigation whether a state has opted out of the jurisdiction or is a party to the statute or not.

Further evidence of the supremacy of the ‘state centred’ approach to international law can be found in the definition of the crime of aggression. Previously, in most academic writing on the crime of aggression, the author would usually state in a footnote that aggression was listed but not defined in the Rome Statute to allow party states and others time to agree on a definition. This did not seem to be much of a problem in Kampala, where 111 countries agreed with the definition of aggression that largely stemmed from the General Assembly Resolution 3314. The major difference from the 1974 resolution was the inclusion of the phrase concerning “character, gravity and scale” of the crime that “constitutes a manifest violation of the Charter of the United Nations”. Thus, states had no problem with agreement on the definition that has been circulating for a substantial period of time, it is just the ‘character, gravity and scale’ that was a sticking point. It would appear that smaller attacks may not fall under the definition, for instance attacks across the border into Pakistan by US military in Afghanistan, or the use of unmanned drones or the targeted killing of Osama Bin Laden. Thus a threshold would have to be reached before any acts fall under the definition of the crime at the ICC. According to Annex III of the amendments, all three requirements of the threshold must be met before an act or situation is “sufficient to justify a manifest determination. No one component can be significant enough to satisfy the manifest standard by itself.” This part of the definition was offered by the US delegation, although Canada was the state that initially proposed the three requirements.
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The Security Council is not bound by any restrictions when it comes to a referral which is in keeping with the main function of the body to have “primary responsibility for the maintenance of peace and security”. In a practical sense this does not inspire much confidence as the five permanent members to the Security Council are some of the largest exporters of arms in the world and may not be inclined to see an allied state, let alone one of the permanent members, referred to the ICC for investigation. It was not surprising that the UK and France were state parties to the statute who opposed the activation of the crime of aggression in the Rome Statute, while the US, Russia and China, who were observers, also opposed any referral for aggression that did not go through the Security Council. It would appear that there was a real concern the ICC could weaken the power of the Security Council. It also highlights how the foreign policy of states is seamlessly translated into a position on the jurisdiction of the crime of aggression.

II. Problems with the Security Council

The reason for this restriction on the crime of aggression could possibly relate to the heritage of the crime itself and the protectionist policies of states. The US normally refers to the fear of political prosecutions as the reasoning behind the distinction between the crimes. Furthermore, Stephan Rapp, US Ambassador for War Crimes, warned that aggression investigations could undermine the ICC if there was not “genuine consensus”, and could potentially lead to uncertainties in terms of state action. This is an argument that is similar to the US’s ‘arm twisting’ for Security Council Resolution 1422 which gave immunity from the ICC to UN peacekeepers who were nationals of non-state parties. Initially the Bush administration stated it would veto peacekeeping missions, including a mission to Bosnia, if the resolution was not approved. Security Council Resolution 1422 was so widely criticised it was not renewed in 2004 after the Abu Ghraib torture scandal. To quote Nigel White, “Resolution 1422 is the clearest example of a decision that is extremely difficult if not impossible to reconcile with UN law... its demise is illustrative of a basic form of accountability to the member states.”
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The main problem with the Security Council when considering the crime of aggression is the political nature of the body, the skewed power dominance and in some cases the lack of adherence to the basic principles of international law and due process principles. Security Council resolution 1422 is but one example. The Security Council Al-Qaida and Taliban Sanctions Committee is another; it allows sanctions without trial or recourse to judicial remedy. The committee’s chairperson in 2010, Thomas Mayr-Harting, has highlighted its shortcomings, saying the list contains 443 names, some with no full name or date of birth. Over 400 of these are subject to not only travel bans but also freezing of assets, removing their right to earn a living. Mayr-Harting also mentioned that the list contained the names of dead people whose assets were still frozen and were not being released to the families and beneficiaries. Several recent cases in domestic and regional courts have highlighted the Sanctions Committee’s violations of the right to a fair trial.

Another example of Security Council resolutions that potentially violate international law and principles are the severe economic sanctions against Libya in the 1990s and Iraq, leading to the 2003 war, which caused large scale suffering of the civilian population. One UNICEF report listed the deaths of a half million children under the age of five, as a direct result of the economic sanctions. Dennis Halliday, former Assistant Secretary General of the UN, resigned after refusing to carry out the sanctions. He stated that the “very provisions of the Charter and the (Universal) Declaration of Human Rights have been set aside and we are waging a war through the UN.”

Certain powerful states believed any investigation of the crime of aggression must be subsequent to an initial Security Council determination in order for the ICC to be legitimate and secure in the future. Arguments for a prior determination by the Security Council before the ICC can investigate focus around the interpretation of the Article 24 (1) of the UN Charter, citing that the Security Council has “primary responsibility for the maintenance of peace and security.” However this is only one interpretation of the
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phrase and as stated previously, ‘primary’ does not mean exclusive.\textsuperscript{58} The discussions of the role of the Security Council ignore the reality of the political nature of the organ, its structural dominance by powerful states and its faltering accountability at times. It would be a mistake to rely on the Security Council for all possible referrals to the ICC for the crime of aggression. In that case, instead of politically motivated prosecutions the result may be politically motivated avoidance of the necessary determinations.

III. The Problem With Powerful States

The problem with powerful states is reminiscent of what Charlesworth and Chinkin proposed, that for too long international law has focused on the dominant masculine aspect of interaction, the supremacy of the nation state, the notion of absolute sovereignty, the lack of adherence to international customary law, and the deliberate disregard of the contribution of non-state actors and NGOs.\textsuperscript{59} The Rome Statute itself is a reflection of a state-centred approach because of the nature of its conception, the negotiation between states as opposed to the rules developed for the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY). Even though the creation of the ad hoc tribunals was legitimised by a Security Council resolution,\textsuperscript{60} their rules of procedures and evidence were a mixture of human rights laws and criminal procedure from a variety of sources that were incorporated in order to fill the void when the Courts were constituted.\textsuperscript{61}

There are also several persuasive arguments that the state-centred approach to international law is defective because international law “became the servant of the state, subject to the state’s wishes alone” and “alternative ideas to this inflexible doctrine were ridiculed and dismissed as if they were heresy”\textsuperscript{62} Koskenniemi discussed statehood as something that “operates to privilege particular voices and silence others.”\textsuperscript{63} Far too often the state is seen as abstract and value-free whereas this, according to him, is far from the truth. States tend to act in order to suit their own foreign policy goals and special interests. Furthermore, in the case of the Security Council, the most powerful states seek to protect their ‘turf’ or special hold on this UN organisation by opposing reform of the coveted veto power. Knop aptly categorised state sovereignty as a “function of political power, rather than justice.”\textsuperscript{64} It is true that non-state actors are gaining more influence in the international system through active NGO involvement on specific issues in treaty negotiations and regional organisations\textsuperscript{65} and this was certainly a reality of the negotiations for the Rome Statute, but not necessarily for the crime of aggression. However, this still
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amounts to a series of small steps within a system that is solely designed by states and for states.

The state-centred approach to international law not only ignores or minimises non-state actors in the international system, its positivist emphasis also prefers international treaty provisions or Security Council Resolutions to customary norms, well-founded general principles of law or the doctrine of equity. Security Council resolutions that inspired tremendous criticism in the past highlight this problem, such as the contentious resolution 1422 on the immunity of peace keepers and the economic sanctions against Iraq that potentially violated international human rights, mentioned earlier. The main focus of a UN body, such as the Security Council, can arguably create a tension with its output and fundamental principles of international law. Other times it is the lack of output that creates a problem, and the Council’s inactivity due to diplomatic pressures in the international community produces deleterious effects. This has certainly been the problem with the number of determinations of acts of aggression in the past. It is quite astounding that the Council has made only three determinations since its inception. It is indeed undeniable that the number of actual acts of aggression is far higher. The reason there are so few determinations is due to the fact that the Security Council downgrades the incidents and refers to them as ‘threats to peace’ because of diplomatic reasons. This problem is inherent to the nature of the organ.

Two specific examples of aggression, namely the Suez Canal Crisis and the Iraq war, link through time to show the difference in individual states’ view of legal obligations, the hidden conspiracy orchestrated by the UK, France and Israel in 1956 as opposed to the open justification, however fraught, by the US and UK in 2003. Aggression is an expression of the power of the state regardless of legal restrictions. In the reality of international relations, international law seems helpless to stop the most powerful states from these acts. This still holds true with the current amendments to the Rome Statute, which constitute a reinforcement of the masculine state-centred approach to international law and international relations.

IV. War, Intervention and Feminist Perspectives


69 In October 1956 three countries signed an agreement in a villa in the south west suburbs of Paris known as Sevres to plan an attack on Egypt in order to regain control of the Suez Canal after President Nasser had nationalised it. This agreement between the UK, France and Israel was an outline for a plan of attack by the three countries on Egypt. The written protocol was uncovered in 1996 for a BBC documentary on the 40th anniversary of the war and remains in the Israeli archives of Ben-Gurion Archives. For a description of the written agreement between the UK, France and Israel to enter into a war with Egypt see A. Shlaim, ‘The Protocol of Sevres, 1956: Anatomy of a War Plot’, at http://users.ox.ac.uk/~ssfc0005/The%20Protocol%20of%20Sevres%201956%20Anatomy%20of%20a%20War%20Plot.html (accessed at 21/09/2010).
A similar case exists for so-called humanitarian interventions, justifications for which range from attempts to prevent genocide to serious human rights violations. Even though France, the UK and the US opposed the crime of aggression without an opt out for states, they were very quick to use the ICC as a deterrent for the Gaddafi forces in Libya. The question is: do humanitarian interventions lack an aggressive aim? This will be debated for some time to come. The recent humanitarian interventions in Kosovo and Libya were both a response to military advances on civilian populations and seen as a necessary step to protect human life, but their consequences were not purely positive:

"An on-the-ground examination by The New York Times of airstrike sites across Libya during the conflict – including interviews with survivors, doctors and witnesses, and the collection of munitions remnants, medical reports, death certificates and photographs – found credible accounts of dozens of civilians killed by NATO in many distinct attacks. The victims, including at least 29 women or children often had been asleep in homes when the ordnance hit…. By NATO’s telling during the war, and in statements since sorties ended on October 31, the alliance-led operation was nearly flawless."  

‘Collateral damage’ is a common phrase in this era of war. Whether it is in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya or Syria, war always creates casualties and displaced civilians. This is one of the problems with interventions, however humanitarian in spirit or name. Several feminist writers in the early 1990s encouraged intervention in Kosovo in order to end the violence and systematic raping aimed at Muslim women. One unforeseen side-effect of the intervention was the trafficking of other women to use as prostitutes for the NATO troops in the territory. Godec argues that although the intervention did stop that specific act from continuing, it set up further problems for other women as well as a disproportionate use of force.

Feminist perspectives on international law and humanitarian interventionism seem on the surface to hold opposite ideologies. Feminist scholars who support the responsibility to protect doctrine, such as Nesiah and Mackinnon, recognise that the ideology may not cohere with certain feminist concerns, but the responsibility to protect doctrine can be used to achieve a better situation for women’s rights. On the one hand, humanitarian intervention may diminish or halt civilian casualties of atrocities and it generally is a reaction to breaches of a state’s responsibility towards their citizens, which coheres with a feminist agenda. But a humanitarian intervention is also a representation of force, a blunt intervention, usually promoted by Western states, which has at least three consequences besides it potentially being a disproportionate use of force. Firstly, it reinforces the ‘world police’ view of powerful Western states by its use. Secondly, it gives rise to the perception that diplomacy has failed once again, even if it was never deployed and finally, it elevates the result as opposed to the process, so that the ends justify the means. Nesiah used the term “marriage of convenience” to describe the relationship between military
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hawks and the so-called feminist hawks.\textsuperscript{76} This is part of the ‘saving women’ narrative which is discussed in feminist literature in international law.\textsuperscript{77} To quote Mackinnon, “the treatment of women under the Taliban was not the justification of the invasion but seen by western hawks as a positive side effect”.\textsuperscript{78} The notion of the Western feminist saving oppressed Middle Eastern women reminds us of Gunning’s “Arrogant perception, world-travelling and multicultural feminism”, which warns “Western liberals of the problem of perspective, where victims are perceived as the 'other' through the neo-colonial lens.”\textsuperscript{79}

From the point of view of the state, especially the powerful state, feminist peace and security issues are largely ignored. The Coalition for the Responsibility to Protect has included in its outcome document, which was passed by the General Assembly of the UN, a section on Gender Equality and Empowerment of Women, where it “promotes increased representation of women” in government and decision-making bodies.\textsuperscript{80} Section 116, entitled “Women in the prevention and resolution of Conflicts”, mentions some insightful passages including a commitment to Security Council Resolution 1325 and its “full and effective implementation”.\textsuperscript{81} But these words are generalities and whether they will ever have an impact on the power brokers of international law remains to be seen.

However, as Charlesworth points out, the “language of responsibility resonates with the research on female reasoning,”\textsuperscript{82} whose focus is on values of caring and connections between people, as identified by Gilligan.\textsuperscript{83} The problem is that actual interventions tend to be more traditional and less concerned with the more holistic approach of the responsibility to protect doctrine. This is not to say that the doctrine is the solution to all the problems associated with interventions, in fact Charlesworth raises the useful argument that the doctrine can marginalise women if it is applied in a limited, narrow fashion and does not take account of the factors that affect women’s lives. In other words, the post-conflict doctrine of responsibility to protect focuses on “disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of armed forces”, not the types of issues that would aid women, such as economic aid to families, women’s inclusion in peace building and access to health and education.\textsuperscript{84} These are the missed lessons of feminist peace and security issues.

V. Missed Lessons from Feminist Peace & Security Issues

The distinction between humanitarian intervention and the responsibility to protect doctrine is usually the timescale and the post-conflict aid, assistance or control the intervening state has in the target state. The initial point of this paper was to highlight the hypocrisy of powerful states that fought against the criminalisation of the crime of
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aggression for fear of an international institution having determination power over states, while at the same time utilising that same institution in a pre-intervention strategy of deterrence. For whatever reason or rationale, powerful states seek to maintain their political and legal supremacy and ignore the voices of others, including other states, NGOs and most of all women. Nevertheless, there are initiatives that put women in the forefront, such as the UK’s development of a task force to be deployed into post-conflict areas and collect information and statements that will help promote prosecutions of gender crimes against women as a national action plan on UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security. This initiative, as well as others, are made on a learning curve and usually require backing from senior politicians because of the necessary support and funding. However, it is important to move beyond the gender sensitivity training for members of the armed forces. Despite the calls for inclusion of women in the peace process in Security Council Resolution 1325, the reality of recent conflicts has not reflected this.

Peace activist Leymah Gbowee stated in her Nobel Peace Prize lecture: “When you talk about... conflicts, the first image that appears is... rape, abuse and exploitation. The last image that comes to their mind is the image of women trying to fight for peace.” In the past, the systematic exclusion of women from official peace processes was not only the beginning of the marginalisation of women but the exclusion also brought into question the effectiveness of the peace process in the long term. A study of fourteen peace negotiations since 1992 shows that less than 8% of the negotiating teams were women and less than 3% of the signatories were women. Even more disconcerting was the fact that of the 585 peace agreements signed since 1990 only 92 mention women at all, even only in passing. Nicol’s study is important because it discusses the reasons and justifications of this exclusion, which include the fact that women do not tend to be combatants or make up the majority of combatants in a conflict. Other justifications include the fact that peace negotiations can be too crowded and they need to limit participants to the conflict groups, plus there are simply fewer women in the position of representative or public official and are therefore not represented as much. The fact remains that women’s participation in peace building is usually at grass roots level and tends to be community-based; these groups are not considered important at the national level.

The fact that Security Council Resolution 1325 is disregarded so blatantly can be explained by a lack of finances and/or the fact that the resolution does not include any concrete specifications for implementation. But it is not only its lack of practical implementation that is the problem, as Di Otto has discussed. The resolution portrays
women as victims and promotes the protective stereotypes.\(^{90}\) Where are the women who are involved with the application of this resolution? It reconfirms the old public/private divide: women are still being relegated to the private sphere.\(^{91}\) In reality, women groups have had an effect on the development of international law instruments, treaties, conventions and Security Council resolutions with regards to women, but they all lack teeth, unlike the binding resolution regarding the intervention in Libya.\(^{92}\)

In the new post-war Iraq, every religious and ethnic group was represented in the Governing Council, but out of the 25 members, only three are women.\(^{93}\) This is directly opposed to the first post-war survey of rights completed by the NGO ‘Women for Women International’, which outlined that 94% of women wanted equal rights, 84% wanted the right to vote on the constitution and 80% wanted no limitation on women’s participation in local or regional councils.\(^{94}\) The US and UK, powerful states intent on the war with Iraq, spent billions on the bombing campaign of ‘shock and awe’ but faltered in the peace process with women. Unlike Afghanistan, Iraq under Saddam Hussein had a constitution that guaranteed rights for women and the government encouraged women to get an education and participate fully in the workforce\(^{95}\) until the Gulf War years when, according to Human Rights Watch, Saddam Hussein decided “to embrace Islamic and tribal traditions as a political tool in order to consolidate power.”\(^{96}\)

In Libya, after the civil war and intervention, the Libyan Human Rights Alliance and other members of civil society protested the very small 10% quota for women in the new Libyan Parliament.\(^{97}\) Libyan Women’s Platform for Peace, along with other NGOs, put together a series of recommendations to empower participants and to recommend actions to include women in reconstruction efforts for the Libyan Interim Council, which was the precursor to the General National Congress.\(^{98}\) Peace activists from eleven other states met in the US to put pressure on the UN to ensure there was a gender component in
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\(^{91}\) Classical liberal philosophy where the public sphere is that of the government and the private is that of family and home life; traditionally women’s issues have been relegated to the private sphere. For a full discussion see C. Chinkin, ‘A Critique of the Public/Private Dimension’, *European Journal of International Law* 1999-10 (2), p. 387.


\(^{96}\) Ibid.


Libya's reconstruction process. The main issue here is that history is repeating itself: attempts by civil society groups to get the power brokers to include women in the transition to a new type of state post-conflict are limited. The amount of effort and money going into this type of intervention is meaningless compared to the amounts put into military campaigns.

The key to sustainable political influence by women on the decision-making of institutions may have to follow the 30 percent critical mass formula proposed by the 1995 Beijing Platform for Action. This could be applied to all levels of decision-making in post-conflict states and their new governments, and it could also apply to decision-making in powerful states as well. A minimum critical mass of women formula does not guarantee that women's needs will be met, but it does allow for the opportunity in a more democratic way.

Returning to the war in Afghanistan and the ancillary justification that the ‘war on terror’ created the opportunity to remove women from the oppression of the Taliban, Hentschel points out that even though 12% of the Loya Jirga government were women, intimidation by local war lords caused several women to leave their posts, including the Minister for Women's Affairs after she received death threats. Hentschel recommended that funds for reconstruction could have been dependent on the inclusion of a certain number of women in order to reduce the intimidation of women who wish to participate. She also recommends the development of a gender index for the fields of foreign and security politics, which would be applied to military and civilian missions in cases of intervention and post-conflict rebuilding.

Missed lessons from feminist peace and security issues can cover several relevant problems when examining war, intervention and reconstruction. These lessons range from the practical such as the inclusion of women and civil society in every level of peace building, to the more ideological, the evaluation of security as a term for the protection of all civilians, not the entity of the state. These ‘missed lessons’ urge powerful states to re-evaluate their reasoning for consistency and inclusiveness and to reject the traditional ‘masculine mode of decision-making’.

VI. Conclusion

The point of this article was to discuss how certain states have missed valuable lessons from feminist peace and security perspectives through a comparison of their positions on the crime of aggression and their interventions in other states. The comparison showed the hypocrisy of powerful states who stifled the negotiations of the crime of aggression in
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Kampala, but were quick to use a referral to the ICC as a deterrent against Gaddafi and his forces. It is not about the promotion of the court itself, but the skewed actions of states who seek to maintain their own power base among the elite group of states. They had a determinative impact on the jurisdictional trigger for the crime of aggression and ensured any potential liability could never occur due to the infamous state opt out. These are the states that control the Security Council and yet will have no limit placed upon them when it comes to the crime of aggression. In reality the legacy of Nuremberg may be applied to others but never to the powerful states.

The preamble to the Rome Statute includes this statement: “To establish an independent permanent ICC in relationship with the United Nations system, with jurisdiction over the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole.”105 The court does not truly have jurisdiction over what was deemed at Nuremberg to be the most serious crime106 if every state chooses to have an opt out. Times have changed and even though aggression may join the other core crimes of the court, depending on if the rule comes into force, it will always be treated very differently.107 Recently the ICC has become a tool for neo-colonial punishment as with the cases of Sudan and Libya. Some states did fear that any future acts of humanitarian intervention might be criminalised with the amendments to the crime of aggression, but this was probably more a fear of political prosecutions than anything else.

Humanitarian intervention can be very risky business for the civilian population. Questionable types of interventions can be risky for the emerging acceptance of the responsibility to protect doctrine. Powerful states need to interpret security issues with regard to civilians, not just the security of the entity of the state. In order to avoid the continued use of an interventionist strategy, powerful states need to adopt other modes of reasoning and examine what responsibility can mean as a concept. For instance, powerful states need to re-evaluate their responsibility and contributions to supporting certain leaders and dictators in different parts of the world, such as in Egypt and Libya, and look to upholding international human rights norms instead of helping to maintain power to a leader who happens to be friendly to Western governments. Other types of responsibility might include peace building that is actually inclusive and linked to the disenfranchised or the marginalised in society, including women.

Feminist peace and security recommendations need to be incorporated into the foreign relations of powerful states. As stated earlier, re-examining methodological underpinnings of who makes the decisions, how they are taken and what are the mechanisms that will be deployed in the long term could lead to a better understanding of a more balanced form of international relations. Powerful states could avoid claims of
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106 Crimes against peace, as described by the Judgement of the Nuremb 1946, “To initiate a war of aggression is not only an international crime; it is the supreme international crime, differing only from other war crimes in that it contains within itself the accumulated evil of the whole,” p. 186.
107 Resolution RC/Res.6 (1)(4). Supra note 3 Adopted at the 13th Plenary meeting 11June 2010. Article 15 ter (2)(3) and Article 15 bis (2)(3). According to article 5 (2), “[t]he Court shall exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression once a provision is adopted in accordance with Articles 121 and 123 defining the crime and setting out the conditions under which the Court shall exercise jurisdiction with respect to this crime. Such a provision shall be consistent with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United Nations”. http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/Resolutions/RC-Res.6-ENG.pdf.
hypocrisy by not opting out of the crime of aggression at the ICC. They could also use their influence with other states in diplomatic efforts and link investments and aid to ethical issues, human rights standards and the status of women.

During the time of the civil conflict in Libya, a newspaper headline stated “Cameron and Obama vow to fight for the heroes of the Arab Spring”\(^\text{108}\) showing thus that the traditional masculine mode of reasoning remains: combatants are important, civilians are not mentioned and women as a group are forgotten.